In 3 experiments, observers witnessed a target moving along a circular orbit and indicated the location at which the target vanished. The judged vanishing point was displaced forward in the direction of implied momentum and inward in the direction of implied centripetal force. In general, increases in either the angular velocity of the target or the radius length of the orbit increased the magnitude of forward displacement. If both angular velocity and radius length were varied, then increases in either angular velocity or radius length also increased the magnitude of inward displacement. The displacement patterns were consistent with hypotheses that analogues of momentum and centripetal force were incorporated into the representational system. A framework is proposed that accounts for (a) the forward and inward displacements and (b) naive-physics data on the spiral tube problem previously interpreted as suggesting a belief in a naive curvilinear-impetus principle.
In 3 experiments, observers witnessed a target moving along a circular orbit and indicated the location at which the target vanished. The judged vanishing point was displaced forward in the direction of implied momentum and inward in the direction of implied centripetal force. In general, increases in either the angular velocity of the target or the radius length of the orbit increased the magnitude of forward displacement. If both angular velocity and radius length were varied, then increases in either angular velocity or radius length also increased the magnitude of inward displacement. The displacement patterns were consistent with hypotheses that analogues of momentum and centripetal force were incorporated into the representational system. A framework is proposed that accounts for (a) the forward and inward displacements and (b) naive-physics data on the spiral tube problem previously interpreted as suggesting a belief in a naive curvilinear-impetus principle.
Memory for the final location of a rotating or translating target is usually shifted in the direction of anticipated target motion, and this displacement has been referred to as representational momentum. Finke, Freyd, and Shyi (1986; also Finke & Freyd, 1989) proposed that representational momentum may be understood as analogous to physical momentum; just as a moving physical object cannot stop immediately after braking has been applied but must continue forward some distance because of its momentum, so too the mental representation of a moving physical object cannot stop immediately but must continue forward some distance because of an analogous momentum within the representational system. Such an analogy suggests that properties of the representational system may reflect or parallel properties of the external physical world. Consistent with this, Freyd (1987 Freyd ( , 1992 Freyd ( , 1993 has hypothesized that the representational system exhibits a spatiotemporal coherence between the represented and the representing worlds (i.e., just as physical momentum is a property of physical objects embedded in a spatiotemporal world, so too is representational momentum a property of representations embedded in a spatiotemporal representational system). Shepard (1984 Shepard ( , 1994 has also speculated that principles governing the physical behavior of the world have come to be internalized within minds that operate within that world.
An important element in both Freyd's (1987 Freyd's ( , 1992 Freyd's ( , 1993 ) and Shepard's (1984 Shepard's ( , 1994 speculations is that a physical principle must be invariant in order to have become incorporated into the representational system. Applying this idea to the case of representational momentum, we may say that the principles governing physical momentum appear to have been
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Timothy L. Hubbard, Department of Psychology, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129. Electronic mail may be sent via Internet to thubbard@gamma.is.tcu.edu. incorporated into the representational system because the laws of physical momentum have been invariant across the objects, places, and times of human experience. Presumably, such an incorporation would occur because the ability to extrapolate the subsequent position of a moving target could potentially offer a selective evolutionary advantage. Hubbard (1995c) extended Freyd's and Shepard's notions regarding the coherence between mental representation and physical principles by explicitly suggesting that other physical principles (in addition to momentum), such as gravitational attraction and frictional drag, that have also been invariant over the course of human evolution and experience might have also become similarly incorporated into the representational system.
The suggestion that evolutionary selection may have accurately internalized or otherwise incorporated principles governing the motion of physical objects into our representational system stands in stark contrast to findings in so-called "naive physics," which suggest that the intuitions of untrained observers concerning the behavior of physical systems often do not correspond to the actual behavior of those physical systems. In an example particularly relevant to the experiments presented here, McCloskey and Kohl (1983; see also McCloskey, 1983; McCloskey, Caramazza, & Green, 1980) presented observers with static drawings that depicted different possible paths that a ball shot out of a spiral tube might follow. McCloskey and Kohl's observers were asked to choose which path was correct, and although the correct path was a straight line, many observers chose a path that nonetheless continued along the curve of the spiral in the (incorrect) belief that the tube had imparted a "curvilinear impetus" to the ball. Although the extent to which untrained observers actually have a naiveimpetus theory has recently been debated (e.g., Cooke & Breedin, 1994a , 1994b Ranney, 1994) , nonetheless many observers do respond as if they believe the ball to have acquired such an impetus.
The hypothesis that untrained observers may possess a naive-impetus theory is interesting because it suggests that observers' representation of motion may not accurately reflect principles governing the motion of physical objects; for example, in a physical analog of the spiral-tube problem, no impetus would be imparted to the ball by the spiral tube. If observers believe that such a (nonexistent) force has been imparted to the ball, then they may also believe that other similar forces may have been imparted to targets moving in similar curvilinear paths. For example, when a string is tied to an object and that object is then twirled around a stationary or fixed point, a steady outward-pulling force referred to as centrifugal force is felt, and so observers may believe that the twirling motion imparts some centrifugal impetus to the object. Centrifugal force as an independent force does not exist, however, and what is felt as centrifugal force is actually a reaction against the inward-directed centripetal force of the string.
1 When the observers in McCloskey and Kohl (1983) were shown a variety of static drawings that depicted possible trajectories of a ball shot out of a spiral tube or a twirling object released from a string and they chose the drawing that they believed most closely corresponded to the actual path the ball or object would take, very few of the observers chose a trajectory that corresponded with a centrifugal reaction, and little evidence for the imparting of a centrifugal force or impetus was seen.
To this point, the majority of investigations of representational momentum have presented each target as either rotating around its center of mass or translating along a straight line, and so whether the displacement in memory for the location of a target moving along a curvilinear path is influenced by a centrifugal reaction or by centripetal force has not been examined. In the only published study of representational momentum to date that used circular motion, Freyd and Jones (1994) presented observers with an animated version of McCloskey and Kohl's (1983) spiral-tube problem in which the ball traveled along a straight-line, curvilinear, or spiral path after exiting the tube. The ball vanished after traveling a short distance beyond the tube. Freyd and Jones reasoned that if observers had veridical knowledge of the underlying dynamics of the spiral-tube problem, then the effects of representational momentum should mirror the effects of physical momentum; specifically, the largest magnitude of representational momentum would be produced along the (correct) straight-line path, and the smallest magnitude of representational momentum would be produced along the (least correct) spiral path. Previous researchers (e.g., Kaiser, Proffitt, & Anderson, 1985; Kaiser, Proffitt, Whelan, & Hecht, 1992) reported that observers were less likely to exhibit curvilinear-impetus errors when presented with animated displays more closely approximating real-world conditions, and so such a prediction seemed quite reasonable. Freyd and Jones (1994) found that the largest magnitude of representational momentum occurred along the spiral path and the smallest magnitude of representational momentum occurred along the straight-line path, and this pattern was exactly opposite to the predicted pattern. In essence, the strongest representational momentum occurred along the path that a naive observer might have expected the target to traverse and not along the physically correct path. Although the importance of expectation in the determination of displacement has been well documented (for a review, see Hubbard, 1995c) , it had not previously been shown that such effects would occur even when the expectation clearly violated physical principles. In postexperiment questionnaires, between 63% and 83% of the observers correctly indicated that a ball shot out of a spiral tube would move along a straight-line path, but performance on the questionnaire did not correlate with performance on the representational-momentum task. Both the larger representational momentum along the spiral path and the lack of correlation between the questionnaire response and performance on the representational-momentum task appeared to challenge the idea that representational momentum (and related types of displacement) resulted from accurate internalization or incorporation of physical principles.
In the displays used by McCloskey and Kohl (1983) and by Freyd and Jones (1994) , the target was constrained by the spiral tube for the initial (and major) portion of its (extrapolated or implied) movement, but observers' judgments of trajectory or position were made for targets that were no longer constrained within the tube. The constraints on target motion prior to exiting the tube and subsequent to exiting the tube were very different; prior to exiting the tube, the target could not move along a linear path, but after exiting the tube, the target should have moved along a linear path. Once the target exited the tube, the constraint against forward linear motion was removed, and the path of motion would have been specified solely by the target's momentum; however, the notion of a curvilinear-impetus principle suggests that constraints of the tube on the target nonetheless linger after the target has exited from the tube. Alternatively, it is possible that observers' choice of the curved path may indicate some internalized centripetal force produced by the previous curvilinear motion of the target and not by any effects of the tube per se. Before the existence of any such internalized or incorporated centripetal force may be known with greater certainty, it must first be demonstrated that curvilinear displacement occurs for the remembered location of a target that moves along a curvilinear path in the absence of such a constraining tube or other constraining context. In other words, will memory for the location of a target traveling along a curvilinear path be displaced in the direction of continued curvilinear motion even if there are no visual constraints to target motion?
In the following experiments, observers were presented with a target moving along a circular orbit. The target vanished without warning, and observers then indicated the location at which the target vanished. The difference between the actual vanishing point and the judged vanishing point was measured along the axis tangent to the circular orbit and along the axis aligned with the radius of the circle. The tangent and radius 1 The lack of an objective and independent centrifugal force may be counterintuitive, and so consideration of an example from Freeman (1973) using linear motion rather than circular motion may be helpful: A person sitting in a stationary car is pushed back into his or her seat when the car suddenly accelerates, but there is no actual force exerting pressure in the rearward direction. What a person experiences as a force pushing backward is the reaction to the force pushing the car forward. In just the same way, people experience a centrifugal reaction as the reaction away from the force pulling the object into a circular path (and away from the linear path the object would follow in the absence of such a centripetal force). axes were chosen because these axes map directly onto the vectors by which circular motion is specified. As illustrated in Figure 1 , circular motion is specified by a Vector V for forward velocity along the line tangent to the circle and a Vector A for centripetal acceleration toward the center of the circle (i.e., along the radius). The Vector V along the tangent is in the direction of (unconstrained) target motion, and forward displacement along the tangent reflects representational momentum of the target; the Vector A is orthogonal to V, and an inward displacement toward the center of the orbit could reflect an internalized centripetal force, whereas an outward displacement away from the center of the orbit could reflect an internalized centrifugal reaction.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, observers were presented with circular motion, and across trials the angular velocity of the target varied. If the representation of the target contains an analogue of momentum, then memory for the vanishing point of the target should be displaced forward along the tangent. Furthermore, if angular velocity influences forward displacement for curvilinear motion in a fashion analogous to the influence of velocity on forward displacement for translating or rotating targets, then the magnitude of forward displacement along the tangent should be larger for faster target angular velocities. If the representation of the target also contains an analogue of centripetal force, then memory for the vanishing point of the target should also be displaced inward toward the focus of the circle along the axis aligned with the radius.
Method
Participants. The observers in all experiments were undergraduates from Eastern Oregon State College who participated in return for Counterclockwise V Forward Velocity A Centripetal Acceleration Figure 1 . Examples of the forces specifying circular motion. Counterclockwise motion is depicted on the left, and clockwise motion is depicted on the right. In both, the target orbit is represented by a circle, and target positions along the orbit are represented by outlined squares. Forward target velocity (along the tangent) for each target location is depicted by the arrows labeled V, and the centripetal force toward the center of the orbit for each target location is depicted by the arrows labeled A. partial course credit in an introductory psychology course and were naive to the hypotheses until after data collection. Twelve observers participated in Experiment 1.
Apparatus. The stimuli were presented on and the responses were collected with an Apple Macintosh Ilex microcomputer equipped with an Apple RGB color monitor. The monitor was located approximately 60 cm from the observers.
Stimuli. The target stimulus on each trial consisted of a square that moved along a circular orbit centered near the approximate midpoint of the screen. The target was 20 pixels (approximately 50 min) along each side and was formed by a constellation of eight black dots presented against a white background. If the target had been a filled solid or an outline figure indicated by lines connecting adjacent corners, then the edges of the target would have exhibited a staircase appearance that would have continually changed as the target proceeded around the circular orbit. These changes in appearance might have provided either a cue for target orientation and location or a distraction, and so it was decided to follow the procedure used by Verfaillie and d'Ydewalle (1991) and to denote the edges and corners of the target by unconnected dots. Four dots marked the corners of the target, and four dots marked the midpoints of the sides of the target. The observers reported no difficulties in seeing the targets; in the figures in this text, however, the targets are portrayed with solid lines for clarity. The leading and trailing edges of the target were always orthogonal to the tangent, and the inner and outer sides of the target were always parallel to the tangent (i.e., the square appeared to complete one rotation around its center of mass with every 360° of revolution). The target followed a circular orbit with a radius from the center of the orbit to the center of the target of 110 pixels. The target always completed at least one transit through a full 360° before vanishing, and the target would vanish after completing either 360°, 405°, 450°, 495°, or 540° of revolution. The vanishing point was counterbalanced across trials, and the different possible vanishing points were not discussed with the observers. Each subsequent presentation of the target was shifted by 5° beyond the previous presentation in the direction of implied circular motion. Target velocity was manipulated by varying the duration of each target presentation, and each target was drawn immediately after the previous presentation vanished. Three durations of 375, 250, and 125 ms, which corresponded to approximate implied angular velocities of 13 deg/s, 20 deg/s, and 40 deg/s, were used. Each observer received 60 trials (2 directions x 5 vanishing points x 3 angular velocities x 2 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. Observers were first given a set of practice trials consisting of 12 trials randomly drawn from the experimental trials. The observers initiated each trial by pressing a designated key. The target appeared at the top of the circular path (i.e., the 12 o'clock position) and completed at least one full circumnavigation of the circular orbit before vanishing, with half of the trials exhibiting clockwise motion and half of the trials exhibiting counterclockwise motion. Observers were instructed to watch the target until it vanished. After the target vanished, the cursor appeared in the form of a crosshair near the center of the screen, and observers positioned the center of the crosshair over where the center of the target had been when the target vanished. The cursor was positioned through movement of a computer mouse; observers were instructed to be as accurate as possible in positioning the cursor, and they were allowed as much time as they needed. When the cursor was positioned, observers clicked a button on the mouse to record the screen coordinates of the cursor. The observers then initiated the next trial.
Results and Discussion
The differences between the true vanishing points and the judged vanishing points were calculated and are listed in Table 1 , and the average positions of the judged vanishing points relative to the circular orbit and the true vanishing points are displayed in Figure 2 . Consistent with previous reports, the differences along the axis tangent to the circle (i.e., the axis of forward motion) were referred to as M displacement, and the differences along the axis of centrifugal-centripetal force (i.e., the axis orthogonal to forward motion) were referred to as O displacement. For the 360° and 540° vanishing points, M and O displacements were measured along the* and y axes, respectively, and for the 450° vanishing point, M and O displacements were measured along the y and x axes, respectively. For the 405° and 495° vanishing points, the displacements along the x and y axes were converted to M and O displacements by a 45° rotation of the coordinates' axes around the true vanishing point.
The parallel between M displacement for translating targets and forward displacement along the tangent is relatively strong, because both forward displacement for translating targets and forward displacement along the tangent reflect the direction of primary target motion in the absence of other visual context or constraints. The parallel between O displacement for translating targets and displacement toward the center of the circle is somewhat weaker, although both O displacement for translating targets and displacement toward the center of the circle reflect displacement along an axis orthogonal to the unconstrained motion of the target. The direction and magnitude of M and O displacements were Table 1 Mand O Displacements in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 Note. M displacement reflects the difference between the judged vanishing point and the true vanishing point along the axis aligned with the tangent of the orbit, and O displacement reflects the difference between the judged vanishing point and the true vanishing point along the axis aligned with the radius of the orbit. Both M and O displacement are measured in pixels. a M displacement is positive if the judged vanishing point is shifted forward from the true vanishing point along the axis aligned with the tangent, and M displacement is negative if the judged vanishing point is shifted backward from the true vanishing point along the axis aligned with the tangent.
b O displacement is positive if the judged vanishing point is shifted outward from the true vanishing point along the axis aligned with the radius of the orbit, and O displacement is negative if the judged vanishing point is shifted inward from the true vanishing point along the axis aligned with the radius of the orbit.
Counterclockwise
Clockwise Figure 2 . The average positions of the judged vanishing points relative to the circular orbit and the true vanishing points in Experiment 1. Judged vanishing points for slow velocity targets are depicted on the top; judged vanishing points for medium velocity targets are depicted in the middle; and judged vanishing points for fast velocity targets are depicted on the bottom. Vanishing points for counterclockwise motion are depicted along the left side of the figure, and vanishing points for clockwise motion are depicted along the right side of the figure. The true vanishing points are indicated by the white outlined squares, and the judged vanishing points are indicated by the shaded squares. Displacement relative to target size is drawn to scale, but target size relative to orbit size is not drawn to scale.
defined relative to the location and direction of motion of the target at the time the target vanished, and not by the larger coordinate system that specified target location on the monitor screen. As illustrated in Figure 3 , M displacement was positive if the judged vanishing point was in front of the center of the true vanishing point and was negative if the judged vanishing point was behind the center of the true vanishing point. As also 98. There was a trend for counterclockwise motion (M = -2.62) to exhibit slightly greater negative O displacement than did clockwise motion (M = -1.13), F(l, 11) = 3.65, MSE = 11.09,/? = .08. For O displacement, the Direction x Angular Velocity interaction did not approach significance, F(2, 22) = 1.12, MSE = 18.72, p = .35. As shown in Table 1 and in Figure 2 , M displacement was positive and increased with increases in angular velocity, and O displacement was negative and exhibited a trend to increase in negative magnitude with increases in angular velocity.
To more explicitly test whether memory for the target was shifted away from the actual vanishing point, the average M and O displacements for each observer for each angular velocity were tested against a hypothesized mean of zero (Bonferroni correction of .05/6 = .008). M displacement was significantly greater than zero for the fast, f(ll) = 6.97, p < .0001, medium, f(ll) = 4.28, p < .004, and slow, f(ll) = -3.18, p < .005, angular velocities. O displacement was significantly less than zero for the fast, f(ll) = -3.08,/? < .006, and was marginally less than zero for the medium, '(11) = -2.07, p < .031, angular velocity, but O displacement was nonsignificantly different from zero for the slow, f(ll) = -1.27, p = .11, angular velocity. These patterns are generally consistent with the hypothesis that memory for the location of a target undergoing circular motion is shifted forward from the actual location of the target. Furthermore, if the angular velocity of the target is sufficiently high, the memory for the location of a target undergoing circular motion is also shifted inward from the actual location of the target.
There are at least two possible interpretations of the positive M displacement. One possibility is that M displacement corresponds to the predicted next location of the target rather than to the remembered final location of the target. 2 Finke and Shyi (1988) presented observers with stimulus configurations consisting of three different dots that moved in different directions, and observers who were instructed to predict the next configuration of the dots produced predicted configurations in which each of the individual dots was slightly negatively displaced (i.e., the predicted position fell short of the actual next position); furthermore, the magnitude of negative displacement increased with increases in target velocity. By analogy, if observers in Experiment 1 were predicting the next location of the target, then those observers should have produced larger negative M displacements with increases in target velocity if M displacement is redefined as the difference between the judged coordinates and the next location at which the target would have appeared. This redefined M displacement is significantly negative (Bonferroni correction .05/ 3 = .016) for the slow, f(ll) = -4.34,p < .001, and medium, f(ll) = -4.00,/) < .002, angular velocities and is nonsignificantly different from zero for the fast, f(ll) = -0.85, p = .29, angular velocity. This increase in the magnitude of negative displacement with decreases in target velocity is the opposite of the pattern predicted by Finke and Shyi's data, and so we may reject the hypothesis that the positive M displacements in Experiment 1 were produced by observers predicting the next location of the target. The second possibility is that M displacement reflects representational momentum for the target along the path of unconstrained target motion.
There are at least three possible interpretations of the negative O displacements. Given that the sign of any O displacement that is inside the tangent is negative and that the orbit is also inside the tangent (at every pair of x, y coordinates other than the one corresponding to the center point of the last presentation of the target), it is possible that the remembered position of the target is between the tangent and the orbit. This pattern would suggest that memory for the target is shifted forward and outward from the orbit along a widening curve. A second possibility is that the representation of motion may simply conform to a circle, and observers simply remember the position of the target as further along the circle. In this case, memory would be shifted forward along the orbit but not inward or outward from the orbit. A third possibility is that the remembered position of the target is inside the orbit. This pattern would suggest that observers' representational systems have incorporated the principles of momentum and centripetal force and that these internalized invariants combined to displace memory both forward and inward toward the focus.
One way to determine which interpretation of the O displacements is correct is to redefine O displacement as a measure of the distance between the remembered location of the target and the closest point on the circular orbit (i.e., the difference between the radius of the remembered location and the radius of the circular orbit) rather than to define O displacement as a measure of the distance between the remembered location of the target and the closest point on the tangent. This redefinition would change the sign convention such that O displacements inside the orbit would be negative and O displacements outside the orbit would be positive.
3 If the coordinates of that point of the circular orbit closest to the judged vanishing point were calculated and the distance between that point and the judged vanishing point were treated as the measure of O displacement, then O displacement (Bonferroni correction of .05/3 = .016) would be significantly inward for the fast, t{\\) = -2.46, p < .016, angular velocity and nonsignificantly inward for the medium, <(11) = -1.29,/? < .111, and slow, f(ll) = -0.68, p < .251, angular velocities. The pattern across the O displacements suggests that with increasing target angular velocity, memory for the target may be displaced further inward from the tangent and that with a sufficient angular velocity, the displacement is significantly inside the actual orbit.
As predicted, M displacement was positive, and faster target angular velocities led to larger magnitudes of positive M displacement-a pattern consistent with previous data on rotating (Freyd & Finke, 1984 and translating (Hubbard, 1990; Hubbard & Bharucha, 1988) targets. O displacement was negative, and for the fast angular velocity it was displaced inside the orbit. The smaller magnitude and the lack of a significant angular-velocity effect in O displacement may have resulted from the high degree of overlap between the tangent and the circular orbit within the area proximal to the M displacement; in essence, the range of O displacement was limited by a floor effect. Alternatively, studies of displacement in memory for the location of translating targets have found that the magnitude of O displacement is generally smaller than the magnitude of M displacement and is not as influenced by target velocity, and so the relative magnitude of O displacement observed in Experiment 1 may merely conform to this more general trend. In general, the significant forward M displacements and the significant inward O displacements are consistent with the idea that memory for the location of the target is shifted in ways consistent with both the implied momentum and the implied centripetal force.
2 A portion of the justification for this interpretation may rest on the presumption that an inducing stimulus that is presented as a series of discrete and separated stimuli (i.e., as implied motion) is less likely to evoke representational momentum than is an inducing stimulus that is presented as a smoothly changing stimulus (i.e., as apparent motion). However, Freyd (1993) has speculated that it is the nature of the underlying stimulus dimension and not the form of the inducing stimuli that determines whether representational momentum is obtained. This notion is supported by the finding of Hubbard (1995a) that memory for the final pitch of an auditory sequence is not influenced by whether the inducing stimulus is presented as a series of discrete pitches or as a smooth pitch glide, and this notion is also consistent with findings that memory for the final location of a translating visual target is displaced forward regardless of whether the inducing stimulus is presented either as a sequence of discrete inducing stimuli (Munger & Cooper, 1993) or as a smoothly changing stimulus (Hubbard, 1990) .
3 Such a redefinition also influences the interpretation of M displacement, as M displacement would then be along the curvilinear path of the orbit and not along the straight line of the tangent. Of course, given the small magnitude of the overall displacements, the differences between the arc of the circle and the straight line of the tangent are quite small.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, faster angular velocities led to larger M displacements. Angular velocity is denned as the difference in angular coordinates divided by the elapsed time, and although such a definition specifies target velocity from the viewpoint of the center of the circle (e.g., in radians or degrees per unit of time), it ignores target velocity as a function of the absolute length of the perimeter (e.g., whether the distance around the circumference is an inch or a mile); in other words, angular velocity is invariant over differences in perimeter or radius lengths. Nevertheless, the perimeter length of a circular orbit defined by a larger radius is longer than the perimeter length of a circular orbit defined by a smaller radius (e.g., the circumferences of circles with radii of 60 and 160 pixels are 377 and 1,005 pixels, respectively), and so a circular orbit defined by a larger radius requires a target to traverse a larger amount of absolute distance along the perimeter (i.e., a longer circumference) per unit of time than does a circular orbit defined by a smaller radius. If observers are sensitive to differences between perimeter lengths or to differences between perimeter length and angular distance, then it is possible that differences between perimeter lengths may influence displacement even if angular distances and angular velocities are constant. Accordingly, in this experiment observers were presented with circular motion, and across trials the radius of the orbit varied.
Method
Participants. The observers were 12 undergraduates drawn from the same pool of participants used in Experiment 1, and none of the observers had participated in Experiment 1.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Stimuli. The stimuli were the same as those in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: Only one velocity (corresponding to the medium velocity in Experiment 1) was used, and three different radius lengths were used. The short, medium, and long radii measured 60, 110, and 160 pixels, respectively, between the center of revolution and the center of the target. Each observer received 60 trials (2 directions x 5 vanishing points x 3 radius lengths x 2 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as the one in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
M and O displacements were calculated as in Experiment 1 and are listed in Table 1 , and the average positions of the judged vanishing points relative to the circular orbit and the true vanishing points are displayed in Figure 4 . The M and O displacements were analyzed in separate 2 (direction) x 3 (radius length) repeated-measures ANOVAs. Radius length influenced the magnitude of M displacement, F(2,22) = 3.35, MSE = lA2,p < .05; a post hoc Newman-Keuls test (p < .05) revealed that the long (M = 7.81) radius produced greater magnitudes of negative O displacement than the short (M = 6.00) radius did, and neither the long radius nor the short radius differed significantly from the medium (M = 7.72) radius. Neither direction, F{\, 11) = 0.42, MSE = 11.25,p = . Table 1 and in Figure 4 , M displacement was positive and increased with increases in radius length, and O displacement was negative and increased in negative magnitude with increases in radius length.
To test more explicitly whether memory for the target was shifted away from the actual vanishing point, the average M and O displacement for each observer for each radius length was tested against a hypothesized mean of zero (Bonferroni correction of .05/6 = .008). M displacement was significantly greater than zero for the long, f(ll) = 6.44, p < .0001, medium, f(ll) = 6.67,p < .0001, and short, f(ll) = 4.85,/? < .0004, radii. O displacement was significantly less than zero for the long, f(ll) = -3.27,p < .004, and medium, t(11) = -4.13, p < .001, radii, but O displacement was not significantly less than zero for the short, f(ll) = -1.63,/> = .164, radius. When the coordinates of the location along the circular orbit closest to the judged vanishing point were calculated and O displacements between the closest location along the circular orbit and the remembered vanishing point were examined (Bonferroni correction of .05/3 = .016), the O displacement was significantly inward for the long, f(ll) = -3.07, p < .006, and medium, r(ll) = -3.70,/? < .001, radii, but O displacement was not significantly inward for the short, f (11) = -0.64, p = .270, radius.
Although the angular velocity in Experiment 2 was constant across trials, targets traveling along orbits defined by a longer radius produced greater positive M displacement than did targets traveling along orbits defined by a shorter radius. However, M displacement was measured in pixels, and the angular size of a pixel along the circumference decreased with increasing radius length (although, of course, the absolute size of the pixel remained constant). It is possible that the larger magnitude of M displacement observed when the radius was longer may merely have reflected that M displacement was a constant angular distance for a constant angular velocity; in other words, the increase in the magnitude of M displacement with increases in radius length may have resulted from the decrease in the angular size of pixels with increases in radius length. If this were the case, then the magnitude of M displacement should have been a constant proportion of radius length. However, the ratio of the magnitude of M displacement and radius length was not constant but decreased with increases in radius length (0.100, 0.070, and 0.049 for the short, medium, and long radii, respectively), suggesting that the larger magnitude of M displacement for larger radii was not determined solely by the angular velocity of the target.
To more clearly examine whether M displacement was influenced by radius length, the angular distance of each M displacement for each observer for each radius length was calculated. Radius length significantly influenced the magnitude of the angular distance of M displacement, F(2, 22) = 8.16, MSE = 3.20, p < .003; a post hoc Newman-Keuls test (/> < .05) revealed that the angular distances for the long (M = 2.80) and medium (M = 4.02) radii were significantly less than the angular distance for the short (M = 5.73) radius. The hypothesis that observers are insensitive to perimeter length and that the magnitude of displacement for targets traveling along a circular path is determined solely by the angular velocity can be rejected. A decrease in the angular distance of M displacement and an increase in the pixel distance of M displacement with increases in radius length may instead reflect a type of compromise between a rapidly increasing perimeter length and a decrease in the angular size of the individual pixels comprising that perimeter. 4 Given that the microcomputer screen was oriented in an upright position, it might be argued that observers' judgments should have been influenced by the direction of implied gravitational attraction. For example, perhaps the overall forward M displacement resulted from a large forward displacement at the 450° vanishing point (i.e., the vanishing point at which the direction of forward displacement aligned with the direction of gravitational attraction) and not from a systematic forward displacement at all vanishing points; similarly, perhaps the overall inward O displacement resulted from a large negative displacement at the 360° vanishing point (i.e., the vanishing point at which the direction of inward displacement aligned with the direction of gravitational attraction) and not from a systematic inward displacement at all vanishing points. To examine this possibility, the data from Experiments 1 and 2 were collapsed over angular velocity and radius length and were analyzed in 2 one-way ( The greater magnitude of inward O displacement for vanishing points near the top of the orbit might initially seem inconsistent with the hypothesis that the inward O displacements were due to effects of implied centripetal force. However, further consideration suggests that this pattern is exactly what we might expect if influences of both implied centripetal force and implied gravitational attraction were present. For targets at the top of the orbit, influences of centripetal force and gravitational attraction were in the same direction (i.e., downward), and so the resultant inward O displacement was relatively large. As the target moved away from the top of the orbit, the direction of the influences of centripetal force and gravitational attraction overlapped to a smaller degree. For targets at the bottom of the orbit, the influences of centripetal force (upward) and gravitational attraction (downward) were in opposite directions, and so these influences partially canceled each other out, and the resultant magnitude of O displacement was relatively small. In essence, O displacement in Experiments 1 and 2 reflects a sum of the influences of both implied centripetal force and implied gravitational attraction. A similar interaction of implied momentum and implied gravitational attraction may not have been observed in the M displacements in Experiments 1 and 2 because the larger overall magnitude of momentum was sufficient to minimize or mask any effect of the smaller overall magnitude of gravitational attraction.
Experiment 3
In Experiments 1 and 2, angular velocity and radius length were examined separately, and increases in both variables led to increases in the magnitude of M displacement (as measured in pixels). In Experiment 1, angular velocity was varied and radius length held constant, and in Experiment 2, radius length was varied and angular velocity held constant. Within classical mechanics, angular velocity and radius length are independent because angular velocity is invariant over radius length and because the determination of radius length does not require specification of angular velocity. However, if angular velocity and radius length interact in the determination of displacement, then interpretation of displacement in such classical mechanistic terms would be questionable, and hypothesizing the existence of an incorporation of the laws of centripetal force within observers' representations would be even more questionable. Therefore, in this experiment, the effects of both angular velocity and radius length were examined. In addition to examining whether these two variables interact, this experiment also offered an opportunity to replicate the main effects of angular velocity and radius length observed in Experiments 1 and 2.
Method
Participants. The observers were 12 undergraduates drawn from the same pool of participants used in Experiment 1, and none of the observers had participated in the previous experiments.
Stimuli. The stimuli were the same as those in Experiment 2, with the following exceptions: Three velocities were used, which corresponded to the velocities used in Experiment 1. Only four vanishing points were used, which corresponded to revolutions of 360°, 450°, 540°, and 630°. At these vanishing points, the x and y axes of the monitor directly aligned with the V and A components of circular motion, and to decrease the number of trials, vanishing points at intermediate positions were not included. Each observer received 72 trials (2 directions x 3 radius lengths x 3 angular velocities x 4 vanishing points) in a different random order.
Results and Discussion
M and O displacements were calculated as in Experiment 1 and are listed in Table 1 , and the average positions of the judged vanishing points relative to the circular orbit and the true vanishing points are displayed in Figure 5 . The M and O displacements were analyzed in separate 2 (direction) x 3 (radius length) x 3 (angular velocity) repeated-measures ANOVAs. Angular velocity significantly influenced the magnitude of M displacement, F(2, 22) = 26.46, MSE = 31.10, p < .01; a post hoc Newman-Keuls test (p < .05) revealed that the fast (Af = 10.91) angular velocity led to larger magnitudes of forward M displacement than the medium (Af = 5.55) or slow (Af = 4.65) angular velocities did. Radius length also significantly influenced the magnitude of M displacement, F(2,22) = 20.76, MSE = 22.52, p < .01, and a post hoc Newman-Keuls test (p < .05) revealed that all pairwise comparisons between the long (M = 9.41), medium (Af = 7.37), and short (M = 4.34) radii were significant. Of importance, the Radius Length x Angular Velocity interaction was not significant, F(4, 44) = 1.82, MSE = 26.32, p = .14. No other variables influenced M displacement. As shown in Table 1 Table 1 and Figure 5 , O displacement was negative, increased in negative magnitude with increases in angular velocity, and exhibited a marginally significant trend to increase in negative magnitude with increases in radius length. As in Experiments 1 and 2, M displacement was positive, and O displacement was negative-a pattern suggesting that memory for the target was displaced forward and inward. As in Experiment 1, faster targets produced greater magnitudes of positive M displacement. In Experiment 3, faster targets also produced greater magnitudes of negative O displacement, and this is consistent with the greater inward displacement of the faster targets observed in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 2, circular motion specified by a longer radius produced greater magnitudes of positive M displacement and a trend toward greater magnitudes of negative O displacement. In general, the effects of angular velocity and radius length appeared to be stronger in Experiment 3, in which both angular velocity and radius length were manipulated, than they were in Experiments 1 and 2, in which only one of those variables was manipulated and the other variable was held constant. Of importance, angular velocity and radius length did not interact, which is consistent with the hypothesis that those variables are independent.
General Discussion
The results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3 suggested that memory for the location of a target moving along a circular path was displaced forward and inward. The magnitude of forward displacement (in pixels) along the axis aligned with forward inertial motion (i.e., tangent to the circle) increased with increases in angular velocity for targets traveling an orbit with a constant radius and also increased with increases in radius length for targets traveling at a constant angular velocity. The magnitude of inward displacement along the axis aligned with centripetal force (i.e., toward the center of the circle), generally increased with increases in radius length for targets traveling an orbit with a constant angular velocity, and when both angular velocity and radius length were varied, also increased with increases in angular velocity. Furthermore, for faster angular velocities, the magnitude of inward displacement along the axis that aligned with centripetal force was greater than the magnitude that would have been observed were memory merely shifted further along the circular orbit, and so memory was actually shifted to a location inside the orbit. These displacement patterns are consistent with the patterns previously found for translating and rotating targets and support the hypothesis that the invariant principles of momentum and centripetal force governing circular motion have been internalized or otherwise incorporated into the representational system. Forward and inward displacement represents a reasonable pattern of extrapolation in Experiments 1,2, and 3 because in the absence of information to the contrary (e.g., an anticipated change in direction, Verfaillie & d'Ydewalle, 1991, or an impending collision with a stationary barrier, Hubbard, 1994) , there was no reason to suppose subsequent target motion would differ from previous target motion. In fact, for physical objects, Newton's first law of motion specifies that subsequent target motion should not differ from previous target motion in the absence of any other influences. However, why then would memory be shifted away from the final position rather than at the final position? One possible reason is that the extrapolations that allow anticipation of subsequent positions of the target do not stop immediately with the disappearance of the target. Just as Finke and Freyd (1989; Finke, Freyd, & Shyi, 1986) suggested that it might not be possible to stop the extrapolation of motion of a (rotating or translating) target immediately after the target vanishes (and thus representational momentum is produced), so too it might not be possible to stop the extrapolation of motion of a target moving along a circular path immediately after the target vanishes. Extrapolation of the forward motion along the V component of circular motion would correspond to representational momentum, and extrapolation of inward motion along the A component of circular motion would correspond to a previously unobserved representational centripetal force.
In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, there was no visual context suggesting that there would be any change in the constraints on the target or that the target would change from its curvilinear path, whereas in McCloskey and Kohl's (1983) and Freyd and Jones's (1994) experiments, a context suggesting a change in the constraints on motion (i.e., the transition of the target from inside to outside the spiral tube) was clearly present. Nonetheless, a logic similar to that used in accounting for the data of Experiments 1, 2, and 3 may be applied in accounting for the apparent curvilinear impetus seen in McCloskey and Kohl's spiral-tube task and for the greater representational momentum along the spiral path seen in Freyd and Jones's task. If observers either look at a static drawing of the spiral tube and imagine the path of the target or perceive the implied motion of the target through the spiral tube, then those observers' representations of the target depict the target as following a curved path. This path may be described with the forward V and inward A components used in specifying circular motion in Experiments 1,2, and 3. The representation of motion involves extrapolations forward and inward during the initial part of the trial in which the target is within the tube, and presumably when the target exits the tube, the forward extrapolations continue and the inward extrapolations cease.
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If the inward displacements noted in Experiments 1,2, and 3 are due to an internalization of the principles of centripetal force, then it might be the case that the inward extrapolation due to implied centripetal force, just like the forward extrapolation due to implied momentum, might not be stopped instantly. Therefore, by the time the (imagined or perceived) target actually exits the tube, it is too late to stop the inward extrapolation without having some residual inward extrapolation occur after the target has exited the tube. In the naive-physics task, this residual inward extrapolation may be averaged with the continuing forward extrapolation and may result in a slight shift of the judged trajectory inward and away from the straight-line path. In essence, the apparent curvilinear impetus may reflect a representational centripetal force that, like representational momentum, cannot be halted instantly but instead results in a shift of memory in the direction of the invariant force. Similarly, spreading activation from the forward and residual inward extrapolations will help prime the nodes corresponding to the spiral path beyond the exit (see Hubbard, 1995c) , and so for perceived targets, greater representational momentum would be found along the spiral path. 5 Of course, an observer need not always extrapolate or visualize the path of motion during the process of judging which trajectory is correct. If an observer has semantic or conceptual knowledge that an object emerging from a tube travels in a straight line (i.e., if the observer is not naive), then that knowledge may simply be retrieved directly and without engaging a mental simulation. The account proposed here assumes that the observers are truly naive and do not have abstract or conceptual knowledge available and that they must therefore extrapolate the path from the display.
Of importance, this type of account suggests that distortions in memory produced by the spiral tube result less from the lingering effects of the tube than from properties of the representation of the previous pattern of target motion.
In the naive-physics task, it might be argued that observers should anticipate the target exiting the tube and begin to halt their extrapolations prior to the actual exit so that residual effects of the inward A component (i.e., the constraints of the tube) and representational centripetal force have decayed by the time the (imagined) target actually exits the spiral tube. If observers could do this, then perhaps no curvilinear impetus would be seen. Such an approach would require observers to "look ahead" beyond the immediate context of the target. Given that the end section of the tube (or the section just before the end) is not otherwise distinguishable from the rest of the tube, it may be that observers do not really perceive the cue to end the inward extrapolation until the target exits the tube. By the time the target exits the tube, it is too late to stop the inward extrapolations without witnessing some residual representational centripetal force. As time then elapses, the magnitude of representational centripetal force might decrease after an early initial peak (similar to the way in which the magnitude of representational momentum decreases after an early initial peak, Freyd & Johnson, 1987) , and so it could be predicted that as the target travels further away from the exit of the tube, the amount of representational centripetal force or curvilinear impetus would fade and the path of target motion would eventually straighten out.
A similar argument might also be made for tasks that usually produce representational momentum-namely, that if observers could somehow "look ahead," then they could begin to halt their extrapolations prior to the presentation of the final inducing stimulus or the actual vanishing of the target. If observers could do this, then perhaps no representational momentum would be seen. In fact, something like this may very well occur; several studies of representational momentum in which the target changed direction (Hubbard & Bharucha, 1988; Verfaillie & d'Ydewalle, 1991) or decelerated (Finke et al., 1986) suggest that if observers anticipate the target to be changing direction or coming to a halt, they cease their extrapolations in the original direction of target motion prior to the change of direction or halting. Hence, no representational momentum in that original direction of motion is produced. Similarly, when the final inducing stimulus is a highly stereotypical figure such as a square and thus looks like a better "ending point," less representational momentum is produced (Kelly & Freyd, 1987) . Both representational momentum and representational centripetal force may therefore result (in part) from an observer's beliefs concerning the future behavior of a target and an inability to immediately stop the extrapolations along the path corresponding to the anticipated future motion of that target.
Although data produced by naive-physics paradigms and by representational-momentum paradigms initially appeared to support contradictory positions concerning whether principles governing physical motion have been accurately internalized within the representational system, the account presented here suggests that these two types of memory distortions both might be accounted for with similar forward-and inwardextrapolation mechanisms. Given that in both types of experiments the motion of the target has to be mentally represented, it may be that the tasks in both types of experiments evoke or use similar representations or mental models. If similar representations or mental models are used, we could then predict that observers' performance in these two types of tasks should be similarly influenced by the properties of those representations or mental models. One such property would be the automatic extrapolation of the target in the direction specified by the physical principles incorporated into the representation or mental model, and this property results in displacements in memory for the location of the target. Indeed, the discussion of the results of McCloskey and Kohl's (1983) and Freyd and Jones's (1994) experiments provides just such similarity.
The possibility of accounting for the previously disparate memory distortions of curvilinear impetus and representational momentum within a common framework is intriguing, but a number of caveats remain. For example, a substantial number of observers in the spiral-tube experiments did not give any evidence of a curvilinear impetus. Did these observers rely on a more perceptual representation (e.g., visualization) or on a more conceptual representation (e.g., higher order physical knowledge) in making their judgment of trajectory? The account discussed here suggests that observers relying on a more perceptual representation would be more likely to respond in accord with the curvilinear-impetus notion. Along these lines, the extent of curvilinear impetus is dependent on the context, and it may be that context modifies curvilinear impetus or representational centripetal force in a way that is similar to the way that context modifies representational momentum (e.g., Hubbard, 1993) . These types of issues remain topics for future research, and in any case, consideration of the similarities in the distortions in memory as revealed by both naive-physics and representational-momentum paradigms should lead to a deeper understanding of the mental representation of motion.
In the experiments reported here, memory for the position of a target traveling along a circular orbit was shifted forward and inward from the target's actual position-a pattern that may be accounted for by considering both the implied momentum forward along the tangent and the implied centripetal force inward toward the focus of the orbit. The momentum of a physical object traveling an otherwise unconstrained circular path would move the target in a straight line along the tangent if the centripetal force were removed, and so the forward displacement along the tangent in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 is the same as the representational momentum previously demonstrated with rotating and translating targets. The inward displacement along the axis orthogonal to the tangent corresponds to a representational centripetal force, and the inward displacement in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 provides the first evidence suggesting that the environmentally invariant principles governing centripetal force, much like the principles governing momentum, gravity, and friction, may have been incorporated into our representational system. Both momentum and centripetal force need to be present to extrapolate a location forward and inward, and the combination of influences in two directions to produce the ultimate displacement also supports the proposal in Hubbard (1994 Hubbard ( , 1995b Hubbard ( , 1995c that the displacement in memory for an individual target results from a combination of several different influences. Finally, the existence of a representational centripetal force may also aid in explaining some of the findings from experiments on naive physics-most notably the occurrence of an apparent curvilinear impetus.
